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I NTRODUCTION
Immigrants’ ability to enjoy safety and security in their communities suffers because of fear and
mistrust of law enforcement. People consistently cited fear of detention and deportation as a
reason to avoid contact with law enforcement. For undocumented victims of crime or for crime
victims who have undocumented family members, this fear can be an obstacle to seeking
protection. Advocates for battered immigrant and refugee women, in particular, reported that fear
of deportation remains a barrier to seeking safety, despite federal immigration law intended to
protect certain crime victims from deportation.
Reports indicate that fear of deportation following contact with local law enforcement agencies
appears to be well founded. Immigrants, service providers, and legal services attorneys reported
drivers and passengers being arrested following stops for traffic violations. Once in jail for any
reason, people are subject to interrogation by Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE).
Individuals are routinely turned over to ICE or Border Patrol upon a “detainer request” from those
agencies, with no scrutiny by prosecutors or courts about the constitutional validity of the
underlying arrest. This has left Minnesota law enforcement without an effective mechanism to
detect or combat any immigration profiling that may take place.
Immigrants, refugees, advocates, and law enforcement all reported that trust of law enforcement is
essential to individual and community safety, but building that trust can be challenging. Perceptions
of cooperation with federal immigration officials and experiences with police in both home
countries and Minnesota affect the relationship between immigrant communities and law
enforcement. People pointed to the important role police can play in fostering trust, both through
specific outreach and through day-to-day interactions.

H UMAN R IGHTS AND P UBLIC S AFETY
Everyone has the right to security of person.48 The right to “security of person” refers to freedom
from bodily injury, including fatal injury.49 The government violates the right to personal security
when it unjustifiably inflicts bodily injury.50 The government also violates this right when it fails to
take appropriate measures to protect individuals from known threats to life or bodily integrity
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proceeding from private sources.51 The government must take both prospective measures to
prevent future injury and retrospective measures such as enforcement of criminal laws in response
to past injury.52 In particular, the government must respond appropriately to patterns of violence
such as violence against women, including domestic violence.53
Everyone also has the right to liberty.54 No one shall be subjected to arbitrary arrest or detention.55
No one shall be deprived of his liberty except on such grounds and in accordance with such
procedures as are established by law.56 Anyone who is arrested shall be informed, at the time of
arrest, of the reasons for his arrest and shall be promptly informed of any charges against him.57
Anyone arrested or detained on a criminal charge shall be brought promptly before a judge and
shall be entitled to trial within a reasonable time or to release.58 It shall not be the general rule that
persons awaiting trial shall be detained in custody.59 Anyone who is deprived of his liberty by arrest
or detention shall be entitled to take proceedings before a court, in order that that court may
decide without delay on the lawfulness of his detention and order his release if the detention is not
lawful.60 Anyone who has been the victim of unlawful arrest or detention shall have an enforceable
right to compensation.61
No one shall be subjected to arbitrary or unlawful interference with his privacy.62 All persons are
equal before the law and are entitled without any discrimination to the equal protection of the
law.63 In this respect, the law shall prohibit any discrimination and guarantee to all persons equal
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and effective protection against discrimination on any ground such as race, color, language,
religion, national origin, or other status.64
Non-discrimination is especially important in law enforcement to prevent racial profiling in arrests,
prosecutions, convictions, and sentencing. Governments should make sure that police, prosecutors,
and judges do not act out of conscious or unconscious racial bias.

B ARRIERS TO S AFETY FOR V ICTIMS OF C RIME
People consistently cited fear of detention and deportation by federal immigration authorities as a
reason to avoid any contact with law enforcement.65 An attorney explained, “There’s a very real
underlying fear that they will be deported or their kids taken away.”66 One interviewee summed up
the situation: “Of course undocumented immigrants feel less safe.”67
For undocumented victims of crime or for crime victims who have undocumented family members,
lack of status often creates a barrier to seeking protection from violence.68 A public defender
reported, “People are afraid of the police. We see a lot of people who are victims of crime because
they will not call the police. People are so afraid of detention.”69 Fear of detection by federal
immigration authorities also impacts the ability of witnesses to come forward. One participant
described witnessing a crime, but deciding with her husband that calling the police was too risky
because she was undocumented.70 One service provider reported that plainclothes ICE agents
question Spanish-speaking individuals who are waiting outside of the county’s courtrooms, creating
a serious deterrent to any involvement with the justice system.71
Crime victims themselves may face prosecution for forgery or identity theft when their status
comes to light.72 A service provider reported that her immigrant clients “are totally afraid to call the
police, especially the undocumented. There are rumors that they will be investigated first. There
have been stories of victims being questioned. It depends on the officer you get.”73
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Advocates throughout Minnesota report particular barriers to safety for battered refugee and
immigrant women.74 One advocate reported that women in her community are not willing to talk to
the police.75 Regardless of immigration status, victims of domestic violence also are reluctant to
report abuse for fear of their partners being deported.76 One advocate reported there is a “fear of
deportation as they are financially dependent on the man.”77 Another advocate described several
individuals who refused to seek police help from domestic violence out of fear that their partners –
often the breadwinners – will subsequently be deported.78
In 2004, The Advocates for Human rights documented serious violations of refugee and
immigrant women’s right to safety and security of the person in Minnesota.79 In the decade
since that report, significant progress has been made around language access in state courts
and in new immigration protections which have become available to victims of domestic
violence. However, the tightening relationship between federal immigration authorities and
local law enforcement agencies now poses a significant barrier to domestic violence victims’
ability to seek protection from the police.

The Victims of Trafficking and Violence Protection Act of 2000 amended federal law by creating the
U-visa program.80 Designed to “strengthen the ability of law enforcement agencies to detect,
investigate, and prosecute cases of domestic violence, sexual assault, trafficking of aliens, and other
crimes… committed against aliens, while offering protection to victims of such offenses in keeping
with the humanitarian interests of the United States,”81 the U-visa classification facilitates “the
reporting of crimes to law enforcement officials by trafficked, exploited, victimized, and abused
aliens who are not in lawful immigration status.”82
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While the U-visa sought to bring undocumented crime victims out of the shadows by eliminating
the fear of deportation, implementation of the program has been uneven. Advocates report that
crime victims face significant hurdles in seeking protection from deportation.83 This appears due in
part to a misunderstanding of the U-visa regulations by state and local law enforcement officials
who are asked to sign the required certification paperwork that allows a U-visa to be considered by
federal immigration authorities.84 Advocates reported that they often must explain the U-visa
regulations and the certification purpose and process to local law enforcement.85
Law enforcement willingness to sign U-visa certifications varies among Minnesota jurisdictions.86
Advocates noted that some certifiers appear to approach U-visa certification requests “looking for
reasons not to sign.”87 While some jurisdictions appear to sign U-visa certifications when the criteria
under the federal program are met, other jurisdictions impose their own restrictions, such as
certifying only after a case results in conviction, and still others refuse to sign any U-visa
certifications.88 One law enforcement agency reported that because Congress only makes 10,000 Uvisas available each year, the local law enforcement agency felt an obligation to certify only cases
they felt were “real” or “deserving” cases, rather than all cases which qualify for certification.89
Advocates also said the potential deportation of a spouse or partner who perpetrated the crime
had a chilling effect on the willingness of women to apply for a U-visa.90
Advocates also report that undocumented people who call police increasingly face suspicion that
they are making false reports to gain immigration status under the U-visa program.91 Criminal
defense attorneys are raising potential eligibility for a U-visa in an attempt to undermine the
victim’s credibility as a witness.92 One criminal defense attorney expressed concern about an
individual the attorney believed had reported a crime in hopes of getting a U visa.93
In one sexual assault trial, an undocumented victim was asked by defense counsel about her legal
status.94 When the victim replied she did not know if she should answer the question, the defense
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moved for her to be charged with the crime of illegal entry and identify theft.95 The judge ordered
the county attorney to provide a definitive answer on whether the state was going to charge her
and told the victim that she needed to be represented by counsel at the hearing scheduled for the
next morning.96 The judge then asked the victim if she would receive immigration status from
reporting.97 Given the real risk that reporting a crime could lead to exposure of their immigration
status and that their status could weaken the case against the perpetrator, undocumented crime
victims face strong incentives to remain silent.

D RIVING AND D EPORTATION
They are so afraid of being stopped,
A combination of restrictions on Minnesota
constantly thinking, when was the last
driver’s license eligibility and expanded ICE
presence in local jails leaves undocumented
time I saw my kids, will I be deported?”
Minnesotans vulnerable to arrest, detention, and
deportation. Because immigrants who are turned
over to immigration authorities for deportation following traffic stops typically do not face any
criminal charges, state and local law enforcement officials are left without an effective mechanism
to identify and address instances or patterns of racial or national origin profiling.
RESTRICTIONS

ON

DRIVER’S LICENSES

Minnesota regulations require proof of lawful presence in the United States for all applicants for
driver’s licenses and state identification cards, effectively barring undocumented immigrants from
obtaining driver’s licenses and making it difficult for many people who are lawfully present to
obtain licenses.98 Advocates reported numerous cases of individuals who were arrested following
traffic stops for failure to carry a driver’s license or proof of insurance and booked into local jails.
Once in jail, they were interviewed by ICE officers to obtain admissions of unlawful presence in the
United States and later turned over to federal authorities for deportation.
The driver’s license issue stokes fear in the community. One advocate reports, “We have big
meetings and ask people what the biggest issue is – driver’s licenses. They are so afraid of being
stopped, constantly thinking, when was the last time I saw my kids, will I be deported?”99 One
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person offered the opinion that the bar on driver’s licenses is another way for police and other law
enforcement agencies to target immigrants.100
This fear appears well founded. As one community organizer explained, “A number of our leaders
have been lost because they were driving to work, arrested for not having their address on their ID,
and brought to the county jail where ICE comes.”101
One U.S. citizen whose husband was deported following a traffic stop described the experience: “He
knew he shouldn’t drive, but he needed to go to work.” Arrested in May 2013 for driving without a
license, her husband was detained in immigration custody until his deportation in November.102
A national trend to restrict state-issued identification documents to U.S. citizens and lawfully
present immigrants spread after passage of the 1996 Illegal Immigration Reform and Immigrant
Responsibility Act, which required states to include Social Security numbers on licenses and
encouraged states to pilot programs denying licenses to undocumented immigrants.103 After
the September 11th terrorist attacks, the movement to deny driver’s licenses to those in the
country without legal status gained new momentum. Supporters cited the need to “prevent
criminals and potential terrorists from obtaining and using state identification cards” as a
primary reason for restrictions.104 In 2002, a bill to include “visa expiration dates” on driver’s
licenses in Minnesota failed to pass the legislature.105 The Department of Public Safety then
used the emergency rulemaking process to enact a requirement that Minnesotans provide
proof of lawful immigration status in order to receive a state issued identity card or driver’s
license.106 This rule remains in place, requiring proof of legal immigration status and, in the
cases of persons admitted for a temporary period of time, listing the expiration date of that
status on the face of the license or identity card.107

E X P A N D E D ICE P R E S E N C E

IN

LOCAL JAILS

The increased capacity of ICE officers to identify and interview noncitizens who are in the custody of
Minnesota’s county jails means that noncitizens in jail may be identified and questioned by ICE and
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turned over for deportation without any criminal charges being filed. People reported that
immigrants in local jails were not given any explanation of their rights or of the potential
consequences of voluntarily providing information prior to being placed on the telephone with or
interviewed by ICE officers and were not represented by counsel at any point in the process.108
“Sometimes they just say ‘sign here’ and we don’t know what to do,”109 stated one immigrant.
In Minnesota, ICE uses the Criminal Alien Program (CAP), Secure Communities (S-COMM), detainer
requests, and stipulated removal orders to identify, interrogate, and secure deportation orders
against aliens who are booked into county jails. Although characterized in ICE’s public
communications and congressional appropriations requests as tools which target “criminal aliens,”
data indicate that many people identified and deported through these programs have no criminal
convictions or have convictions for minor offenses.110
Developed following the passage of the Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986 (IRCA),111
the Criminal Alien Program (CAP) today provides “ICE-wide direction and support in the
biometric and biographic identification, arrest, and removal of priority aliens who are
incarcerated within federal, state, and local prisons and jails, as well as at-large criminal aliens
that have circumvented identification.”112 CAP utilizes over 125 jail enforcement teams
nationwide to screen incarcerated aliens as they are being booked into jail, which occurs after a
person is arrested but before the arrested person faces specific criminal charges.113 Under CAP,
immigration officers review booking sheets and interview people they suspect of being aliens.
These interviews are almost uniformly conducted without access to counsel. Any admissions
made during the interview form the basis of a detainer request and can result in the initiation of
removal proceedings.
According to ICE, Secure Communities “uses an already-existing federal information-sharing
partnership between ICE and the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) that helps to identify
criminal aliens without imposing new or additional requirements on state and local law
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enforcement. For decades, local jurisdictions have shared the fingerprints of individuals who are
arrested or booked into custody with the FBI to see if they have a criminal record. Under Secure
Communities, the FBI automatically sends the fingerprints to DHS to check against its
immigration databases.”114 If the record check indicates that the alien is unlawfully in the
United States, ICE initiates a detainer request for the alien to be turned over to ICE custody
upon release from criminal custody.
In cases where ICE wishes to assume custody of a person who is in the custody of a local or
state law enforcement agency, 8 C.F.R. § 287.7 permits ICE to issue a “detainer request” that
the law enforcement agency notify ICE before releasing the alien and maintain custody of the
subject for a period not to exceed 48 hours (excluding Saturdays, Sundays, and holidays)
following the scheduled release to allow ICE to assume custody. Once the individual is in ICE
custody, he may be removed, even if criminal charges against the individual remain pending.
Unlike some other requests for transfer of custody, the state or local law enforcement agency is
under no obligation to honor ICE’s request.115
Immigration law provides for the entry by an immigration judge of an order of removal
stipulated to by the alien (or the alien’s representative) and ICE; a stipulated order shall
constitute a conclusive determination of the alien’s removability from the United States.116 The
use of stipulated removals increased over 500 percent between 2004 and 2008,117 today
comprising approximately one-third of all removals from the United States.118 Ninety-three
percent of all persons removed under stipulated removal orders were charged with being in the
United States without permission.119
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IMMIGRATION PROFILING
The greatly expanded capacity to screen and obtain admissions of alienage or unlawful entry from
people in Minnesota jails before any charges have been brought has left Minnesota law
enforcement without an effective mechanism to detect or combat any immigration profiling that
may take place. This relationship between local and immigration enforcement bypasses the
procedural safeguards against constitutional violations which exist in the criminal justice system,
where searches and seizures can be challenged
and where evidence, including testimony, may
When the driver failed to produce a valid
be suppressed if found to have been obtained in
Minnesota driver’s license and was unable
violation of law. Because ICE interviews,
detainer requests, and transfers often take
to communicate in English, the officer
place prior to criminal charges, no prosecutor
called federal immigration officials.
reviews the evidence, no public defender is
assigned, and no hearing before a judge takes
place.
Several people interviewed pointed to specific incidents they perceived to be unjustified stops.120
One advocate reported that law enforcement routinely sat across the street from a local mobile
home park, where many immigrants live,121 while another reported police sitting in a neighborhood
convenience store parking lot where he ran plates on Latino-driven cars.122 One public defender
reported different justifications used to stop people believed to be undocumented based on their
appearance: “Those ‘pine tree scent’ things that hang from the rearview mirror – lots of Hispanic
clients get pulled over for it or for having the license plate lights out.”123
Regardless of the motivation for these stops, the result for undocumented drivers can be
deportation. A legal service provider reported an example: “One family, they were stopped for no
reason. Dad and son were referred to ICE. Local police made the stop, but there was never even a
ticket.”124
One advocate shared a police report involving a client who was pulled over by local police for failure
to use a turn signal.125 The police report describes how, when the driver failed to produce a valid
Minnesota driver’s license and was unable to communicate in English, the officer called federal
immigration officials. “I advised *them+ of the situation… *and+ the federal immigration officer
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advised me that [the driver] is illegal and he wants her held for deportation.”126 The police report
lists charges of no proof of insurance, no driver’s license, and illegal entry.127 Another person shared
the story of an acquaintance stopped for expired license tabs while driving home from work. “He
was picked up, taken to the county jail, and deported two weeks later.”128
Another person reported being stopped by local police in northern Minnesota after pulling into a
parking lot.129 The officer made no allegations of traffic violations and instead asked the driver
repeatedly to give him her address and to explain what she was doing in that part of the state
before radioing for Border Patrol backup.130 Border Patrol arrived, continued asking questions, and
demanded proof of citizenship from everyone in the vehicle.131 When the driver’s license checked
out as valid, they were allowed to leave. Border Patrol followed the vehicle to their campsite and
then continued to follow them to a local gas station.132
Staff at one northern Minnesota college also talked about the cooperation between Border Patrol
and law enforcement. “One issue we have is to remind students to carry their documentation. Last
year a group of students was stopped by the state patrol and border patrol was called. The student
showed a foreign driver’s license and college ID but not a passport or green card. They were
detained until their parents drove from the Cities with their green card and the roommate came in
and corrected the birthdate that had been given so the international student could be found in the
system.”133
Advocates also reported arrests following stops or questioning by police that appear to fall outside
the scope permitted by law, including numerous reports of people who were stopped by local
police who had run their license plates and found no driver’s license issued in the vehicle owner’s
name.134 An advocate reported people who were passengers in a vehicle had been asked for
identification.135
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Law enforcement generally performs traffic stops to (1) investigate a suspected crime; (2) issue a
traffic citation; or (3) arrest a person suspected of a crime.136 Despite their brevity and limited
scope, traffic stops are seizures and, thus, trigger Fourth Amendment protections against
unreasonable searches and seizures.137
Not all searches and seizures are unreasonable.138 The U.S. Supreme Court has identified
situations in which it is reasonable for an officer to seize or search a suspect without a warrant
or probable cause in Terry v. Ohio.139 One of these situations is a “‘comparatively nonthreatening” temporary detention justified where an officer’s “’observations lead him [or her]
reasonably to suspect’ that a particular person has committed, is committing, or is about to
commit a crime.”140 During a Terry stop, an officer may only ask questions to determine the
suspect’s identity and to gain information related to the circumstances that led to the stop.141
Unless the officer has independent reasonable suspicion of other criminal activity, this means
that the scope of a Terry stop must be confined to the initial justification for the stop.142
Minnesota has fully adopted the principles outlined in Terry.143 In general, traffic stops are Terry
stops.144 In order to remain within the scope of the Terry doctrine, questioning by an officer
during a stop must be limited to inquiries relating to the identity of the driver and to the
circumstances that provided reasonable suspicion for the stop.145
Under the Fifth Amendment, all drivers and passengers have a right to remain silent during
traffic stops.146 While the Fifth Amendment privilege against self-incrimination does not extend
to disclosures of identity,147 Minnesota does not require identification. Thus, other than proof of
insurance and a driver’s license,148 drivers do not have an obligation to provide any additional
information to police and passengers do not have to provide any information at all.
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One interviewee reported being called over for questioning by police while walking into a gas
station to pay for fuel.149 In a similar incident, a public defender described an incident where a
Latino individual parked his car and was walking toward a restaurant when he was asked for
identification by a patrol officer.150 The officer made no allegations of any violation of motor vehicle
operation or suspicion of any criminal activity.151 When the individual failed to produce a valid
Minnesota driver’s license he was arrested and booked into the county jail and turned over to ICE
for deportation.152
One advocate reported the case of an individual who was parked on the wrong side of the street
while jump-starting a friend’s car.153 The police stopped, asked him for identification, and when he
presented a Mexican matricula consular, they arrested him.154 He was booked into jail, interviewed
by ICE under the Criminal Alien Program, and placed in deportation proceedings.155 The individual
had no criminal history and no criminal charges were brought against him.156
A legal service provider recounted an incident when a van leaving an employer site was followed by
the county sheriff who pulled the van over and asked everyone inside for identification.157 While
they allegedly had a warrant for the driver, all the passengers were turned over to ICE for
questioning and placed in removal proceedings.158 Despite a probability that some of these stops
are unconstitutional, immigrants are transferred to ICE before any criminal proceedings and so
there is no review of the constitutionality of the initial arrest.

T RUST B ETWEEN I MMIGRANT C OMMUNITIES AND L OCAL L AW
E NFORCEMENT
Trust in the justice system and understanding law enforcement’s role were cited as important
preconditions to immigrants voluntarily accessing law enforcement protection. Conversations with
law enforcement officials reflect recognition that trust between immigrant and refugee
communities and local law enforcement is important. Nonetheless, building trust can be
challenging. Perceptions of cooperation with federal immigration officials and experiences with
police in both home countries and Minnesota affect the relationship between immigrant
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communities and law enforcement. People pointed to the important role police can play in
fostering trust through day-to-day interactions and in specific outreach programs.
D A Y - T O -D A Y I N T E R A C T I O N S
While some law enforcement agencies appear to
Some people are from countries where
actively reach out to the immigrant and refugee
community with a message “no somos la migra” (we
when you speak out you aren’t safe, but
are not federal immigration officials),159 interviews
here you have to speak up to be safe.”
from around the state indicate that cooperation
with federal immigration authorities increasingly is
embedded in local law enforcement operations.160 Law enforcement officers’ decisions whether to
take people to jail for traffic violations, where they routinely are interrogated by federal
immigration officials and often turned over to ICE for deportation, in particular create an
impression in the immigrant and refugee community that police are actively engaged in enforcing
federal immigration laws.161 Participants cited actual or perceived cooperation between local law
enforcement agencies and federal immigration authorities as a cause of undermined community
trust of the police and a barrier for immigrants who need to access law enforcement.162
Many people interviewed expressed that Minnesota is a safe place in which to live, especially in
comparison to their countries of origin.163 “Minnesota is safer than the country I come from,”
reported one participant. “There are lots of police, there is a government, education for everyone,
less violence, there are rules, and the law is enforced.”164 Participants’ perceptions of law
enforcement ranged from, “I feel so safe. The law is applied and the police do a great job,165 to “I’m
not afraid of the gangs but I am afraid of the government. I feel unsafe, like the police will throw me
in jail.”166 Some people noted outright fear of law enforcement either because of experiences in
their home countries or perceptions that they would not be treated fairly here.167
Immigrants and refugees reported that their experience with police in their home countries colored
their perception of law enforcement in the United States. As one interviewee stated, “Police make
me feel unsafe. In my country, the police are always watching; they never help people. They always
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make trouble for me. And when I’m in America I see police and I’m scared first.” Another
summarized the feeling within his community: “When we deal with the police we don’t tell them
everything. In our country, police are just for repression, killing. We think it will be the same
here.”168 Adjusting to this new culture was not easy; as one participant stated, “Some people are
from countries where when you speak out you aren’t safe, but here you have to speak up to be
safe.”169
While perceptions of law enforcement varied greatly, law enforcement interaction with immigrant
and refugee community members impacts immigrants’ perceptions of the community at large.
Numerous participants reported that police conduct through outreach or during the normal course
of business was a factor in their perception of Minnesota as a whole.170 Positive encounters with
law enforcement in the course of their duties helped earn trust. Interviewees particularly focused
on whether they were treated with respect by the police.171 Participants also identified outreach by
law enforcement as the best way to overcome cultural barriers to accessing assistance.172
While education and outreach are important in building trust, interviews with community members
and advocates made clear that people’s perceptions are most influenced by actual experiences with
law enforcement. Numerous participants reported believing they had been stopped without
cause.173 This undermined their trust in the police and contributed to a perception that law
enforcement engages in racial profiling. “How can I feel welcome if I can’t move freely?” asked one
participant who reported having been stopped by police.174
Enacted to help crime victims and witnesses come forward to assist police in investigations without
fear of questions about their immigration status, city separation ordinances attempt to ensure that
immigrants and refugees who are victims of crime are protected by the police, regardless of
immigration status, and that perpetrators of domestic violence and other crimes cannot use the
threat of deportation to keep victims from turning to the police for help. While city separation
ordinances in Minneapolis175 and Saint Paul176 continue to help promote a trusting relationship
between immigrant and refugee community members and local police departments, the
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effectiveness of these ordinances has been undermined by the expanded ICE presence in county
jails, which are not subject to the municipal ordinances.
BEST PRACTICE: POLICE – COMMUNITY RELATIONS
The police departments in Brooklyn Park and Brooklyn Center recognized that changing
demographics in their communities signaled a need to adjust their community policing
strategies. The holistic approach they undertook has had a positive effect on law enforcement,
community members, and served as a model for other departments and agencies.177
The initial step was creating a Joint Community Police Partnership, which has evolved and now
includes six communities (all metro-area suburban cities) in addition to the county and area
human services council. A new position of community liaison took the lead role in connecting
with the community and learning what community members identified as their needs. The
liaison for one community emphasized the need for a variety of strategies for outreach,
including “one on one interviews, talking with police officers, and spending time out in the
community,” among others.178
The impact on the police department has been notable. The goal is to educate the officers and
“give them a toolbox” to best serve the needs of their community. This involves continuing to
tweak and adjust officer training. The liaison noted that she regularly goes to “roll-call” and
talks about various strategies, such as reminding officers about the language line and how to
use it.179 It is effective because the police officers can see how these strategies have made their
jobs easier. The officers also have opportunities to engage in positive community events: a
group from the police academy volunteers at the Latino food shelf a few times a year, and
officers attend community events. “When you can give an officer a positive two-way
communication with a community member, it’s a win for both.”180 This also builds trust and
provides community members a chance to interact with police officers in a friendly situation.

Some interviewees reported believing they would not be treated the same as U.S. citizens by law
enforcement. As one person reported, “Immigrants are people they do not want to help.”181 This
belief appears to be rooted in immigrants’ own experiences or the experiences of those around
them.
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One immigrant explained an incident with a neighbor over a property disagreement: “The
neighbors called the police and he took their side, even though the bush was on our property and
our side of the yard. I do not think that guy even cared to get into it enough. He probably saw the
white family against the Somali family, and sided with the whites.”182 Another immigrant reported
feeling humiliated by the police following a minor traffic incident: “My sister was driving down the
parking lot at normal speeds when someone backed her car into ours. When the officer arrived he
immediately walked up to the Caucasian lady who caused the accident and treated us as if we
didn’t have the capacity to deal with the situation.”183 Another participant reported that his Latino
friend moved from his suburban community because he had been pulled over so frequently.184
In general, people interviewed seemed to believe that when racial profiling occurred it resulted
from individual officer misconduct combined with lack of oversight.185 Nonetheless, perceptions by
participants that some officers or departments engaged in racial profiling more routinely than
others were reported.186 Public defenders and advocates were able to list jurisdictions where traffic
offenders are ticketed without arrest and those where arrest and booking for failure to provide a
license is routine.187 One advocate reported that a local police department had a reputation among
Latino immigrants of police officers who act like ICE agents.188
Such immigration profiling may contribute to disproportionate minority contact with law
enforcement. One county attorney noted that “The initial treatment of people by law enforcement
is a challenge,” and talked of an ongoing effort to address racial disparities in pretrial release and
bail decisions.189
ORIENTATION

TO

LAWS

AND

REGULATIONS

One key way to build trust between immigrant communities and law enforcement is through
education by law enforcement about the many laws and regulations of which newer immigrants
may not be aware.190 One woman said, “A welcome orientation would be very important for both
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sides. I heard of a man who tried to cut his grass with a machete, which could be very scary for the
host community.”191 Another group noted: “Orientation is a main issue. People need to be
educated and trained about things that matter such as driving records, credit cards, laws, etc.”192 A
parent educator explained that an important part of health and safety education was teaching
parents about positive child discipline and what is not legally acceptable in the United States.193 A
community liaison explained, “A guy came to see me with a traffic ticket. I looked at it and
explained to him what to do, what it means. We have to teach them they have rights, they can
contest the ticket if they disagree.”194
Communities have responded to this need by
People thought they would have to
coordinating training academies.195 One community in
greater Minnesota created an eight-week “citizen’s
pay for the police if they call 911, so
academy.”196 The community education coordinator
we clarified that.”
explained it this way: “We heard through the
community connectors that people were getting
ordinance citations (for not mowing, etc.) and they did not understand. We talked to the police
department and they said they were concerned about bigger issues like drunk driving, domestic
abuse, and child discipline, so they created the citizens academy. We recruit participants from the
people in the adult basic education classes and through the collaborative. These classes have also
been offered in English for non-immigrants. Each time they change the content; a lot of it is about
driving, traffic tickets, child abuse and neglect, noise ordinances, pets off-leash, the number of
people in a rental dwelling, how to call 911, and emphasizing that 911 is not connected to
immigration status. In one class, it came up that people thought they would have to pay for the
police if they call 911, so we clarified that.”197
Another police department also hosts a similar New Americans’ Academy.198 The current class of
sixteen students includes fourteen Spanish speakers,199 and is led by a bilingual Spanish-speaking
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police cadet and a student from the law enforcement program at a local community college.200 This
community welcomes families in the New Americans’ Academy to bring their children, recognizing
that childcare might otherwise be a barrier to participation. The department has also recognized
the value of engaging with youth, particularly to help those refugees who may have a bad
impression of law enforcement from experiences in their home country.201 The children convey
information to their parents, making youth outreach an important entry point for educating the
broader community.202
In addition to the value of educating immigrants about the laws and regulations in their community,
orientations and trainings like the citizens academy build trust between new arrivals and their
government. Communities around Minnesota have started building these connections, many
through English language classes. One English language program brings police officers to the
classroom to talk with the students about common legal issues.203 This police department also
developed videos they use to teach about car accidents, kids and gangs, and other common
problems.204 The school director expressed hope that she can also engage the police as volunteers
in the classroom, so the police can “connect more fully and really see and understand the
students.”205
In order for immigrants to really become part of their communities, they need to understand the
laws that govern civic life. Without this, misunderstandings and frustrations build between
immigrants and long-term residents and can create deeper divisions. The host community has an
obligation and vested interest in providing education and information to all citizens about these
laws. It is especially important for police and other government agencies to conduct outreach to
immigrant communities, both to increase knowledge of and compliance with laws, but also to build
trust and relationships with newer communities.
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R ECOMMENDATIONS
Finding: Undocumented immigrants and their family members fear that contacting law
enforcement as a victim or witness will lead to deportation.
Recommendations




Law enforcement agencies and county attorneys should encourage crime reporting
by undocumented crime victims by adopting policies that articulate clear standards
for exercising charging or prosecutorial discretion when evidence of the victim’s
unlawful presence in the United States is uncovered during the course of the
investigation or prosecution.
Cities, counties, and the State of Minnesota should enact local separation
ordinances, rules, or laws to provide clear guidance to public employees, including
law enforcement officers, about when to inquire about immigration status.

Finding: Existing protections for undocumented crime victims are not effectively
implemented.
Recommendations








Federal, state, and local law enforcement agencies should establish clear points of
contact for U-visa certification. Points of contact should receive training on the Uvisa certification’s purpose and requirements on a regular basis.
Minnesota should establish a single statewide point of contact at the Department of
Public Safety who can make decisions on certification requests and who can provide
training and support to other points of contact statewide.
Minnesota should increase the capacity of local domestic violence and sexual assault
programs to serve as points of contact, leveraging the relationships between
Minnesota’s robust Domestic Violence Coordinated Community Response (DV
CCRs), Domestic Assault Response Teams (DARTs), Sexual Assault Multidisciplinary
Response Teams/Sexual Assault Response Teams (SMARTs/SARTs), and key criminal
justice personnel.
Federal, state, and local agencies charged with enforcing civil anti-discrimination
laws, labor and employment laws, worksite safety provisions, and housing codes
should identify points of contact for U-visa certification and should establish
protocols for reviewing certification requests to ensure that victims of
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discrimination and exploitation who are also victims of serious crimes can be
identified and certified for U-visas.

Finding: Undocumented immigrants cannot obtain Minnesota driver’s licenses,
undermining public safety and increasing opportunities for discriminatory targeting of
people who appear to be immigrants by law enforcement officers.
Recommendation


Minnesota should enact legislation or make regulatory changes to decouple driving
privileges from immigration status.

Finding: Increased coordination between local law enforcement and federal immigration
agencies creates conditions for constitutional violations with no effective remedy.
Recommendations
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Law enforcement agencies responsible for the enforcement of traffic laws, including
municipal police departments, sheriff’s offices, and the Minnesota State Patrol,
should establish clear protocols for involving federal immigration agencies at the
point of traffic stops. Federal immigration officers should never be called to provide
interpretation assistance.
To avoid practices by individual officers that result in racial profiling, law
enforcement agencies should provide clear guidance about when patrol officers
should ask passengers in vehicles to provide identification.
Information should be available, in an accessible and understandable format, to
everyone booked into county jails in Minnesota about their right to remain silent
and the possible consequences of voluntary interviews with federal immigration
officials.
Free immigration legal services should be accessible to every person booked into
county jails.
Municipal and county jails should develop clear guidelines for when to honor ICE
detainer requests.
Prior to turning an individual who has not been criminally charged over to ICE
pursuant to an informal detainer request, the case should be reviewed by the city or
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county attorney to ensure that the initial stop or arrest meets the standards
sufficient to justify criminal charges, including review to ensure that the stop was
not based on race or national origin.
Prior to turning an individual who has been criminally charged over to ICE pursuant
to an informal detainer request, the case should be reviewed by the city or county
attorney to ensure that deportation does not interfere either with the state’s
interest in pursuing criminal charges against the individual or with the individual’s
right to defend themselves against the charges. The city or county attorney should
not authorize the individual’s release to ICE without moving to dismiss the pending
criminal charges against the individual.
Minnesota should enact legislation that allows law enforcement to honor ICE
detainer requests only in certain clearly defined circumstances to eliminate the
opportunity to engage in immigration profiling through traffic stops.

Finding: Immigrant communities lack trust in local law enforcement.
Recommendations




Everyday encounters between immigrant and refugee community members and
police officers affect the community’s understanding of, and level of trust in, the
public safety system. Police officers should use routine traffic stops and other lowlevel encounters as an opportunity to explain why a stop was made or the police
were called, what laws were broken, and how to avoid future violations.
Police departments should invest in community liaisons who can build relationships
with community members. Outreach strategies might include: regular community
orientation sessions that focus on frequent violations identified by police and on
questions and problems identified by the community; citizen academies and cadet
programs; and active participation in community events.
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